Intimacies Leo Bersani University Chicago Press
leo bersani & adam phillips intimacies - in intimacies, leo bersani and adam phil-lips present a fascinating
dialogue about the problems and possibilities of human intimacy. their conversation takes as its point of departure the central importance of psychoanalysis to the modern imagination, though they also claim that
psychoanalysis has failed to real-ize its most exciting and innovative relational potential. in pursuit of new ...
leo bersani, adam phillips - wnempdfepsforwardny - fourth by bersani and brushing her hometown.
intimacies on suicidally unsafe sex and karen krepss intimacies on suicidally unsafe sex and karen krepss
collection of shattering the cargo bay watchin' them. intimacies leo bersani - gamediators - leo bersani
(born 16 april 1931) is an american literary theorist and professor emeritus of french at the university of
california, berkeley. he also taught at wellesley college and rutgers university . read pdf a discussion of leo
bersani's 'intimacies' and ... - university college london, language: english, abstract: leo bersani, a
renowned professor in the french department at the university of california berkley, is widely seen as a
psychoanalytically engaged writer. book review intimacies - springer - book review intimacies leo bersani
and adam phillips chicago, university of chicago press, 2008, 125 pp., cloth, $20.00, isbn: 0-226-04351-7
psychoanalysis, culture & society (2009) 14, camal ironies - englishtgers - camal ironies david kurnick
intimacies, by leo bersani and adam phillips, the university of chicago press. is the rectum still a grave? to ask
the question this way is of the eros of sameness and the rhetoric of difference in ... - in intimacies, leo
bersani and adam phillips argue that the ego is constitutionally threatened by difference, and they turn to
plato’s phaedrus to locate a theory of eros to combat this inherent aggressivity. uva-dare (digital academic
repository) resonances and ... - in intimacies (2008, with adam phillips), leo bersani argues that
barebacking, instead of instantiating social intelligibility, plunges the self into non-meaning and a selfshattering. leo bersani talk - reframessex - leo bersani is currently professor in the department of english,
university of pennsylvania, and emeritus professor in the department of french, university of california
berkeley. he is the author of seventeen books, including the freudian body: psychoanalysis and art (1986),the
culture of redemption (1990), homos (1995), intimacies (co-authored with adam phillips, 2008), is the rectum a
grave ... force in progress - humanities.utoronto - leo bersani is a literary theorist and professor of french
(emeritus) at the university of california- berkeley whose work considers art, literature, film and
psychoanalysis. his books include the culture of neither monstrous nor pastoral, but scary and sweet:
some ... - leo bersani and adam phillips’ intimacies opens with this hilarious sentence: ‘‘psychoanalysis is
about what two people can say to each other if they agree not to have sex’’ (bersani and phillips 2008, 1).
queer times, queer becomings - muse.jhu - no second chances david marriott what we call love is our
hatred of the future. —leo bersani and adam phillips, intimacies futurism makes sinthomosexuals, not humans,
of us all. henry james’s virtual beast - spectrumbraryncordia - years, has led bersani to his most recent
book, intimacies (2008), about novel forms of relationship that develop precisely when the individuals
concerned return to the impersonal forms of narcissism first expressed in infancy.
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